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◘ Planning is typically a top-down activity, with a logic of intervention over a 
system 

◘ Urban systems, however, work as a result of the many interactions of a 
diverse set of agents, who are involved in many dynamics that take place in 
cities and territories 

◘ This suggests that planning is not purely top-down driven  

◘ It suggests that a bottom-up perspective must be taken into consideration 

◘ But then we face increasingly more complexity in these processes 

◘ Currently, both approaches are common in the planning practice  

◘ And there is a common understanding that system complexity must be 
analyzed and captured 

Urban Planning and Urban Dynamics 
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◘ 1960s and 1970s, cities where perceived as integrated systems with many 
different components: infrastructures, markets, planning entities, … 

◘ Cities where taken as large systems, and its parts where not considered in 
separate 

◘ A vision of cities as machines 

 Planning as a control module 

 Clear top-down approach 

 Integrated system 

◘ But “the whole is more than the sum of the parts” 

 This idea indicates a shift In the way cities are perceived 

 taking into account the underlying complexity of the phenomena 

Systems Approach 
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◘ Despite of the classic top-down approach, there was always a reaction to 
this form of control 

◘ A significant part of plans did not happen the way they planned!  

◘ The driving forces of urban phenomena were always dependent n the 
agents’ aspirations and actions:   

  on the one hand, they are restricted by planning laws 

  on the other hand, they operate in markets, which run many times 
freely of main controls 

◘ This dichotomy imposes that planning must be able to propose a pathway 
towards the future that meets the needs and the actual behaviours (or not) of 
the involved agents  

There is Complexity in Cities [1] 
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◘ The complexity of the evolution of cities increases because of this new 
paradigm  

◘ It also increases with the assumption that it is very difficult to control the 
system due to new concepts that are more and more present in planning 

 Uncertainty 

 Flexibility 

 Participation 

 Negotiation 

 Resource scarcity  

◘ The planning practice was led to definitely accept that there is a major 
bottom-up driver in urban planning 

There is Complexity in Cities [2] 
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◘ A system becomes complex when it shows properties that go far beyond 
the convergence to a state of general equilibrium 

◘ Complex systems usually have too many variables to be addressed by 
more conventional methods 

◘ They have also too many interactions which makes those approaches not 
suitable 

◘ Many components of the complex systems are also complex by nature – 
individuals, households, decision makers, etc. 

◘ From the simulation perspective, the space of solutions for a complex 
space is infinite and of very difficult search 

Complexity Theory [1] 
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◘ Temporal dynamic – key element in the evolution of complex systems 

◘ This dynamic generates system feedbacks 

◘ Spatial and temporal dynamics produce new, unpredictable changes  
Emergence 

◘ Future states of the system are influenced by its evolution 

◘ Which means dependence on initial conditions 

◘ Small events trigger changes in the system 

◘ Complex systems adapt taking in to account the feedbacks  Self-
organization 

◘ Complex systems are bottom-up systems in their nature 

Complexity Theory [2] 
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◘ 1950s to 1980s – Cities (systems) perceived as machines 

◘ 1990s, XXI Cent. – Cities (systems) perceived as complex structures, many 
times as organisms 

◘ An evolution from Spatial Structures to Evolving Structures 

◘ Increasingly more importance to the socioeconomics of the systems, rather 
than just the physical planning  

◘ Effective shift of paradigm from purely top-down to mainly bottom-up 

◘ Decentralization of the system 

Systems Approach vs Complexity Approach 
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◘ There are simulation models that have the goal of obtaining the optimal 
state of a system like linear optimization models  

◘ There are other simulation models that aim to find local optimums for 
problems of great complexity, like heuristic models 

◘ Simulation models have the main goal of parameterizing mathematical 
expressions of observed phenomena in a way that they can be 

 Understood 

 Controlled 

 Used to forecast desirable futures 

◘ Two (plus One) main stages in simulation 

 Calibration (and Validation) 

 Prospective simulation 

Simulation [1] 
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◘ Calibration has a set of components 

 descriptive models for each phenomena 

 parameters that control those models 

 inputs, which include observed data (when available) or synthetic data 
used to complete datasets of when theoretical models are at stake 

◘ Validation is used to test the quality of the calibration 

 considering other case studies 

 or sensitivity to the parameters  

Simulation [2] 
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◘ Prospective simulation also has a set of components 

 optimum set of calibration parameters, obtained form calibration and 
tested with the validation 

 overall initial status of the system, a reference moment 

 future evolution scenarios 

 future measures that are implicit in the definition of the scenarios 

 specific measures that may be a particular combination of values for a 
group of parameters 

Simulation [3] 
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◘ Some behaviors are predictable  

 positive effect on land value due to the investment in accessibility 
infrastructures 

 traffic behavior during an average day 

 correlation between statistical variables and observed trends 

◘ Other behaviors are merely unpredictable 

 housing location choice 

 future political or planning decisions 

 economic systems 

 demographic trends 

◘ All the phenomena that moves us are complex mixtures of all these 
behaviors!  

Simulation [4] 
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◘ Advantages of the use of simulation in urban planning 

 much lower experimental costs than using real world systems 

 difficulty to produce experiments in real world systems   

 time availability in simulated systems 

 total control over the simulated system 

◘ Disadvantages of the use of simulation 

 cost may be very high (expertize, research infrastructure, data 
preprocessing,…) 

 time cost may also be high: development, calibration, validation, … 

 dataset availability, trade-off between feasibility and representativeness 

Simulation [5] 
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◘ The conceptual structure of a model must take into consideration 

 what are the problems at hand 

 the complexity of these problems  

 to what extent this complexity will be included in the model 

 what type of phenomena can be described both in a quantitative and 
qualitative way 

 what is the available data 

 what spatial and temporal resolutions to choose 

 what degree of control do we want to have over the model 

 what use will we give to the results (visualization) 

 how intelligible will the model be 

Conceptual Framework of  a Model 
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◘ A model is a simplified representation of reality in which one or several 
phenomena are simulated to mimic the reality 

◘ Models can be 

 static or  dynamic 

 stochastic or deterministic 

 closed systems or open to exogenous influence 

◘ Two critical aspects in the definition of a model 

 spatial resolution  

 time resolution 

 behavior resolution 

Urban Simulation [1] 
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◘ Urban models started to be developed intensively in the 1950s 

◘ Dougrass Lee, 1973; “Requiem for Large Scale Modeling” – the paper 
launched the discussion about the theoretical and operational validity of large 
scale integrated models 

◘ Led to a period of stagnation on urban modeling in the 1970-1980s, only 
ended by the democratization of cheap computation 

◘ Only with the dissemination of cheap computation in the 1980s – both in 
terms of processing speeds and database management – urban modeling 
started to make real use of more complex technics, more suitable 

◘ 1970s marks the tension between planners e modelers – planning focused 
on small scale, neighborhood and community level planning and modeling 
kept focusing on large scale systems 

Urban Simulation [2] 
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◘ Dougrass Lee (1973), enumerated 7 sins to large scale modeling in the 
1970s 

 Hypercomprehensiveness, too much to model 

 Wrong-headedness, too many models, interdependence, constraints 

 Hungriness, too much need for data  

 Complicatedness, models are too complicated, blackboxes 

 Grossness, to much aggregation 

 Mechanicalness, resistence to increasingly more espcialized 
computation 

 Expensiveness, too much money for value involved 

Urban Simulation [3] 
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◘ Tension between planners and modelers 

“Models are based on science; planning is about policy. Models are much better 
(…) at dealing with natural science problems; planning is mired in difficulties most 
often due to issues in the purview of social sciences. Models are usually developed 
from within particular disciplinary perspectives; planning must integrate across all 
domains. Models are about information and facts; planning is about interpretation 
and values. (…) Models codify uncertain knowledge; planning must lead to certain 
action. (…)” Couclelis, H. (2005). "Where has the future gone?" Rethinking the role 
of integrated lad-use models in spatial planning." Environment and Planning A 37: 
1353-1371.  

◘ The interaction between planners and modelers is instrumental for giving 
credit to a “science of modeling” to the planning practice 

◘ High resolution simulations brought new perspectives in this relationship 

Urban Simulation [4] 
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◘ Tension between planners and modelers 

◘ Applicability must be a major (if not “the”) goal of any urban simulation 
model, to promote the necessary scientific validation of the approach  

◘ Modelers must accept that “scientific planning” is more than just develop 
and aplly models 

◘ at the same time, planners should undrestand the possibilities of having 
new, more sophisticated methods to assist planning processes 

◘ Shift of modeling paradigms – incorporation of stakeholders’ values in the 
models (e.g. Value Sensitive Design) 

◘ Incorporation of policy testing/evaluation 

◘ Bringing models closer to the qualitative approaches used in common 
urban planning 

Urban Simulation [5] 
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◘ Some criteria for opting for a modeling approach 

 vast experience on the existent modeling approaches 

 easiness to develop and operate the models 

 size of the model target community 

 expertise on computation of the target community 

 availability of an easy-to-use help system on the models 

 existence of updated models 

 data availability for model calibration and validation 

 availability of open source vs proprietary modeling technology 

Urban Simulation [6] 
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Models and Complexity 

Agarwal, C., G.M. Green, J.M. Grove, T.P. Evans and C.M. Schweik. 2002. A review and assessment of land-use change models: dynamics of space, time, and human choice. U.S 
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 Hypercomprehensiveness, too much to model, valid but tackled with 
processing and database capacities 

 Wrong-headedness, too many models, interdependence, constraints, valid 
but tackled with processing and database capacities 

 Hungriness, too much need for data, valid, mainly because of 
generalization of the models, but tackled 

 Complicatedness, models are too complicated, blackboxes, always valid! 

 Grossness, to much aggregation, tackled 

 Mechanicalness, resistence to increasingly more espcialized computation, 
tackled, many options to program understandable models 

 Expensiveness, too much money for value involved, tackled but…  

Back to Lee’s Criticisms 
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Complexity as a Mind-set for 
Planning Academics 



“…Patsy Healey wrote a book called “Urban complexity and spatial 

strategies” [(Healey, 2006)]…, and Judith Innes wrote a book called 

“Planning with complexity” [(Innes and Booher, 2010)], now I wrote a book 

called “Cities and Complexity” [(Batty, 2005)], and we are all planners in a 

sense, so we know each other… [and] it is pretty difficult to kind of see what 

is happening here, we are all talking about different things!”  
 

Mike Batty, AESOP Complexity Group meeting, Manchester School of Architecture, 

Manchester, UK, January 28, 2014, available at http://vimeo.com/86266807, 

retrieved on 25 July 2014 

An Indisputable Truth about Complexity in Planning 

The Motivation 31 

http://vimeo.com/86266807
http://vimeo.com/86266807
http://vimeo.com/86266807
http://vimeo.com/86266807
http://vimeo.com/86266807
http://vimeo.com/86266807


 There is an increased interest on new approaches to planning, on both 

the research and the practice sides 

 Smart cities and now big data have lots to do with it, not only from the 

technical side, but especially from the top-down political angle 

 Quantitative and mix-methods approaches have been favoured (in 

research strategies around the world) 

 Urban studies have seen a renewed interest from other different technical 

backgrounds as physics and mathematics, opening new perspectives on 

the more traditional core urban arenas 

Complexity and Planning [1] 

The Motivation 32 



 But it’s not a new phenomenon 

 Planners know it well from early urban theorists that organic growth and 

reactions to planning are the basics of planning theory 

 But many times that wasn’t formulated as a full-bodied theoretical 

framework, just as concepts or isolate hints for observed phenomena 

 Or it wanders around different interpretations of complexity as Batty’s 

initial quote illustrates 

 Which is not immediately made easy by the new wave of ubiquitous, 

techy perspectives of urban systems 

Complexity and Planning [2] 
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 It is necessary to re-centre the discussion about this complexity 

theoretical framework under the needs of the basic knowledge for future 

planners to approach the increasingly more complex urban systems 

 By knowing what planning researchers and lecturers perceive as 

complexity theory 

 And how they incorporate that perception on their research, and 

consequently, in their teaching 

Complexity and Planning [3] 
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 Target was the University of Manchester Dep. of Planning and 

Environmental Management academic and research staff 

 19 academics and senior researchers, 12 additional researchers and 

fellows, approximately 25 PhD students, total of approx 55+ interviewees 

 Major areas include planning, environmental management, real estate, 

development and urban design 

 Open questionnaire using Google Forms with questions on: 

 Characterising the interviewee 

 Information about the interviewee’s views on simple complexity concepts 

 The interviewee’s perspective of complexity as a theoretical framework 

A pilot for a massive online interview 

The Methodology 35 



 Turnout was lower than expected, 16 out of 55+ 

 Especially amongst junior researchers (PhD students) and Fellows 

 Possible formal reasons 

 The interview was two long, on a topic that many haven’t thought about in 
depth 

 Many at PEM feel they are somehow away from the planning remit  

 Possible reasons regarding contents 

 The “complexity” of complexity theory 

 Difficult content to answer about with no previous knowledge 

 Lack of a robust theoretical framework on early research stages (valid for 
PhD researchers) 

Pilot Results 

Turnout 
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Pilot Results 

Who are the interviewees [1] 
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Pilot Results 

Who are the interviewees [2] 
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Pilot Results 

How they see complexity theory [1] 
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Pilot Results 

How they see complexity theory [2] 
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 Complexity is indeed a broad term that is perceived in many different 

ways by researchers from different areas 

 With some caution and even disbelief due to what is mentioned as some 

fuzzy formulation and lack of direct transference to the practice 

 A new iteration of the questionnaire needs to be design after a better 

understanding on how complexity theory is included in planning curricula 

across different institutions 

 And how the scientific production is structuring the perception over this 

theory 

Some Reflections 

Preliminary Reflections 
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Ongoing Research, 
PhD research at UoM 
Gamification in Planning 
Ms Moozhan Shakeri 



PhD Research 

Gamification in Planning, Participation 
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MYTHOPLASTIS 



Designing Models, Usability 
The SOTUR Project 
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Modelling for Transport and Urban Regeneration 

The SOTUR Project 
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Conceptual Framework, Workshop Structure 

The SOTUR Project 
 

Workshop 1, Coimbra, Y1 
Engagement with National and 
Centro Region stakeholders, 
focusing on policy and modelling 
requirements 
 
Workshop 2, Porto, Y2 
National and Norte Region 
stakeholders, first check on 
modelling approaches and 
contributions 
 
Workshop 3, Lisbon, End of 
Project 
National and regional stakeholders 
Initial results (CA for Coimbra) and 
assessment of outcomes of 
modelling exercises 



Assessing Models, Usability 
the project Accessibility 
Instruments in the Planning 
Practice 
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Accessibility Instruments for Planning Practice 

Usability 

http://www.accessibilityplanning.eu/
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Model Characterisation 

Usability 
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Workshop Evaluation Methodology 

WORKSHOP 

  
Evaluation 1 
(15 min)  

Pre-workshop survey 

Recording the current 
understanding and 
perceptions of 
accessibility 
instruments and current 
use of these instruments 

Evaluation 3 
(30–45 min)  
  
Semi-structured 
focus group  

Exploring the factors 
that affect usability of 
the instrument and 
the use (application) 
of the instrument  

Evaluation 2  
(10 min)  
  
Post-workshop survey  

Testing the usability 
of the instrument and 
the use (application) 
of the instrument  

Evaluation 4 

  

  
Working group panel 
assessment  

Assessing the 
outcomes from each 
accessibility modelling 
exercises  

  

  

Participant 
Workshop facilitator 

Usability 

http://www.accessibilityplanning.eu/wp-content/uploads/2014/10/Local-Workshop-Guideline-and-Checklist.pdf
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Workshops 

Usability 
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CAMUSS, Web Portal and International Symposium 

Research Resources in Geographical CA 

Second edition in 2016 
Organised by the Departement of 
Geomatic Sciences, University of 
Laval, Canada with the Centre for 

Urban Policy Studies of University of 
Manchester 

Visit www.camuss.net for 
update info 

http://www.camuss.net/
http://www.camuss2016.ulaval.ca/
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